
COLOUR COLOUR DESCRIPTION 

Amaranth 
A deep jewel like purple wood stain adds depth and interest to any garden planting theme. 
This wood stain also compliments well with other colours in the Wood Stain and Protect 
range. 

American Barn 
Red 

The nutty red brown of barns seen dotted across the American prairies. Suits all wooden 
garden products from fencing to sheds. 

Baby Pink 
This beautiful powdery pink is a versatile colour looking equally sophisticated and elegant as it 
is playful and young. Perfect for children’s play areas or adding a pretty back drop to climbers 
when painted on trellis. 

Beaumont Blue 
A traditional heritage colour, this blue is a lovely shade that is reminiscent of stately homes 
and British beach huts nestled against a blue summer sky. 

Biscuit 
Fresh from the bakers this shade has a light pinkish hue to a warm dough-like colour. A shade 
often seen on heritage building, this is equally suited to the garden. 

Bristol Blue 
Bristol Blue is a primary blue looking like the brightest sparkles on an azure blue sea. It creates 
an effect of confident harmony and would look perfect in a school playground. 

Cedar 
This is a subtle and mature reddish brown shade of wood stain. Red wood stains are very 
popular and this one is designed to compliment garden planting rather than stand out too 
brightly on its own. 

Charcoal 

A strong and modern colour for contemporary gardens inspired by towering lumps of deep 
grey-black piled high charcoaled wood. A tough and moody dark grey colour with depths of 
black, whilst cosying up to subtle hints of brown, give it a rounded feel. Perfect to create 
impact - a base canvas to set off garden planting; across fencing; sheds; summer houses and 
pergolas. 

Chestnut 
Looking much like the rich red nutty brown found on conkers from our childhood. A shade 
straight from the country or a noble chestnut mare, it looks excellent on fencing panels, trellis 
and garden sheds.  

Clear Tough Coat 
Paint this on internal timbers to stop them staining from dirt and make them wipe clean. This 
clear wood stain is a hard wearing water proof coating to be added over the top of Wood Stain 
and Protect or Shed & Fence. 

Cornflower 
A light vibrant blue wood stain with pastel hues evoking images of the passage from spring to 
summer. Wood Stain and Protect Cornflower wood stain looks striking on its own or as a 
background to a planting theme rich in whites or hyacinth and delphinium blues. 

Cranberry Crush 

A strong fruity colour bringing a vibrant attractive tone to the garden. This wood stain works 
well as a background to the growth of traditional pink rose climbers up pergolas or trellises. 
This shade can also be used as a strong contrast colour to ebony or painted on planters with 
dramatic black and silvery green plants 

Dark Oak 
A rich dark brown stain that protects timber in more ways than one. Wood Stain and Protect 
Dark Oak Wood Stain can be used like a traditional garden paint but it has the added 
advantage of waterproofing the timber and lasting many years.  

Ebony 
This is a very traditional wood stain colour for timber barns and cabins throughout the 
countryside. It is a strong and solid black that can also be used to give a bold modern look.  



Fawn 
A light soft beige this wood stain coating creates a microporous waterproof coating that is very 
easily applied with a brush, roller or garden sprayer.  It is water based and while wet can be 
cleaned up with water and some detergent if needed. 

Fire-Brick Red 
A rustic red found in the rich spices of India or from the paintings of an Aztec tribe. Looks 
striking painted on planters and fences or as a contrasting shade on a garden building. 

Fire Engine Red 
Fire Engine Red has the signature bright bold red that adorns this emblem of childhood 
fantasies and toys. This stunning red would also sit beautifully with Wood Stain and Protect 
Ebony in a sophisticated Japanese style garden. 

Gold 

A striking bright gold with a warm orange hue, this shade is as bold and beautiful as a 
sunflower. Dark Gold suits planters and trellises, and also looks effective as a companion 
colour to Wood Stain and Protect Ebony on fences and garden buildings. Even dark old timer 
can be lightened and brightened by applying two or more coats of this versatile paint. 

Grass Green 
This primary green is fresh, enriching and enticing. Like a fresh basil leaf or succulent blade of 
grass, Grass Green wood stain would look great in a children’s playground or painted on 
planters in an allotment. 

Green Oat 

This bucolic and chilled shade of green imparts a breezy feeling of feathery crops gently 
swaying. The colour is both elegant and comforting, making a statement without being 
overbearing. It adds a perfect backdrop to any garden and would sit perfectly on sheds, 
fencing, or walls. This colour is also a strong feature for furniture, pergolas, or pots that can be 
combined with a range of complementary hues. 

Gun Metal Grey 
A strong cool grey that looks sharp and stands out. Along with being a traditional colour it also 
works well in a modern garden as architectural framing with many materials from metals to 
drift wood. 

Lilac 
A pretty pastel shade of purple this wood stain is reminiscent of the bluebell woods in spring. 
Be imaginative and team it with other coloured wood stains or complementary plants. 

Marigold 

A colour of the Mediterranean, this wood stain brings heat and sunshine into your garden. 
Painted on rough sawn fencing it will add warmth to your borders and bright splashes of 
colour if applied to the planed timber of planters. Even dark old timer can be lightened and 
brightened by applying two or more coats of this versatile paint. 

Mustard Yellow 
The deep mustard shade adds warmth and richness to the garden, complimenting a wide 
range of flora and garden products. This would look great painted on a shed framed in black, 
or on trellises with honeysuckle climbing over. 

Pale Sage 
Inspired by the subtle tone of this favourite herb, this shade of green is fresh and inviting. It 
will suit any area of the garden painted on furniture, buildings, fence panels and trellis. 

Parsonage Cream 

This stain is rich buttery and soft, a full cream that compliments pretty much every shade in 
the wood stain range. It particularly lends itself to being painted on garden buildings such as a 
summer house, but has been used to great effect as the main paint colour on a pool house 
with frames and door painted in Beaumont Blue. 



Peacock Blue 

A wood stain in a rich and royal shade of blue that is both in keeping with a traditional or 
modern look. Wood Stain and Protect Peacock beautifully contrasts with other wood stains in 
the range such as Parsonage Cream, on timber buildings and trellis. Border fencing with a 
Peacock blue wood stain also makes a great backdrop for planting. 

Poppy 

A bold and striking red wood stain that is glamorous and fun. This colour can bring elements of 
the East to a garden design such as can be found in a traditional Japanese garden when 
strikingly contrasted with our Wood Stain and Protect Ebony wood stain, or bring some simple 
festive fun to a planter. 

Primrose 
A buttery yellow wood stain bringing a summery feel all year round. It gives an illusion of light 
and sunshine throughout your garden. 

Seaweed 

Seaweed is a wildly intense dark green hue that is reminiscent of clumps of floating seaweed. 
It has a rich and intimate feel and elements of grey-black, making it an impactful backdrop 
garden colour or for a pull-out feature structure. This strong colour could pop brilliantly with 
pinks if you’re feeling brave. It is ideal for fencing, furniture, and summerhouses. 

Shearwater 

This compelling and friendly shade of blue is reminiscent of long-lost summers spent soaking 
up the picturesque shadowy lake at Longleat. The colour is both smiling and strong, with a full 
and rounded appearance that adds depth and strength to any garden scheme. It can be paired 
with neutral shades or made to shout alongside yellows or greens. This colour is incredibly 
flexible and can be used in any garden area, including summer houses, sheds, fencing, and 
furniture. 

Silver Fir 
A beautiful and versatile silver grey shade of wood stain that can give a very contemporary feel 
to any garden product or building. Alternatively this wood stain can bring an antique aged or 
silver weathered look to trellis or garden furniture.  

Sky Grey Blue 
A soft blue grey seen in traditional heritage ranges, it is a colour from the French renaissance 
and country homes. This shade compliments well with many other colours in the Wood Stain 
and Protect range and looks good painted on fences and garden buildings. 

Soft Sage 
A delicate lush shade of green that is fit for all seasons. Wood Stain and Protect Soft Sage 
works beautifully as a main or contrasting colour on garden buildings, fences or trellis and 
would work well painted on planters for an herb or vegetable garden. 

Spruce 
Wood Stain and Protect Spruce is a dark and rich green straight from the forest. This bold 
shade of wood stain compliments well with lighter shades, or when used on boundary fencing 
gives the illusion of softening and expanding your garden's borders. 

Teak 
A popular traditional colour for garden wood stains; Wood Stain and Protect Teak freshens 
and matches up timber products and gives them a new lease of life.  

Violet 
A lovely deep purple colour that is equalled in nature by some of the most striking and 
attractive flowers such as cyclamen, fuchsia and passion flower. This paint looks dramatic on 
planters or is a contrasting border paint partnered with lilac on fencing and sheds. 

Warm Grey 
Straight from a dark storm cloud rolling over the countryside in a British summer, this grey is a 
strong warm shade. Toning in with stone and metal this colour has a full range of applications 
in garden design from planters to fence panels and garden buildings. 



Warm Stone 
This subtle grey tone works wonderfully with the natural landscaping of a garden. Suited to 
fencing, trellis or garden buildings this colour is particularly effective when toned with other 
shades and colours within the Wood Stain and Protect range. 

Whitewash 
From Huckleberry Finn to modern monochrome designs and in to the traditional soft country 
cottage style garden, this white wood stain looks gentle, elegant and beautiful. 

Willow 
A soft mellow green wood stain, Wood Stain and Protect Willow was inspired by the much 
loved British Tree. A beautiful colour on its own or it can be used as a detail wood stain to 
compliment Spruce or to be partnered with Silver Fir. 

 


